Abstract-In this paper, we present measurements and simulation of random telegraph signal (RTS) noise in n-channel MOSFETs under periodic large signal gate-source excitation (switched bias conditions). This is particularly relevant to analog CMOS circuit design where large signal swings occur and where LF noise is often a limiting factor in the performance of the circuit. Measurements show that, compared to steady-state bias conditions, RTS noise can decrease but also increase when the device is subjected to switched bias conditions. We show that the simple model of a stationary noise generating process whose output is modulated by the bias voltage is not sufficient to explain the switched bias measurement results. Rather, we propose a model based on cyclostationary RTS noise generation. Using our model, we can correctly model a variety of different types of LF noise behavior that different MOSFETs exhibit under switched bias conditions. We show that the measurement results can be explained using realistic values for the bias dependency of and .
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I. INTRODUCTION
I N CMOS, low-frequency noise is an increasing problem. As device sizes become smaller, low-frequency noise plays a larger role in limiting circuit performance. For robust circuit design it is crucial to understand the noise sources in the devices in detail. Recent work has made clear that random telegraph signal (RTS) noise plays a significant role in the LF noise performance of MOSFETs [1] . Also, it has been demonstrated that LF noise can decrease when a device is subjected to switched bias conditions [2] - [4] , which can, for example, be exploited in oscillators [5] . Two authors have proposed models to explain this reduction [6] , [7] but their models cannot account for the recent observation [8] that RTS noise in small MOSFETs ( m m) can not only decrease, but also increase in intensity when these devices are subjected to switched bias conditions. Also, the models in [6] and [7] predict complete disappearance of the LF noise below the switching frequency, which is not consistent with experimental results. In the current paper, we propose a simulation with cyclostationary RTS noise (periodically time variant statistics) to qualitatively explain all such measurement results. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, background information on RTS noise and the traps that are responsible for it is given. In Section III, we describe our cyclostationary RTS noise generation model in detail, and in Section IV, we show how the model can account for the measurement results. Finally, in Section V, conclusions are drawn.
II. RTS AND BIAS-DEPENDENCY

A. Background: Stationary Random Telegraph Signals
In small MOS devices with a low number of free carriers, ( 10 ) , LF noise performance is dominated by RTS noise on top of the ever present bulk noise [9] , [10] . The LF noise performance of a small device may even be dominated by one single trap. A trap produces so-called RTS noise.
RTS noise (Fig. 1 ) has two discrete states and switches between the two states at random moments. The RTS noise is observed at the terminals of the device as a discrete fluctuation in drain current. The nomenclature is such that is the time constant associated with the process of electron capture by a trap and hence, corresponds to the mean time before electron capture occurs. This means that corresponds to the untrapped state of the electron. The converse holds for . Since we are considering n-channel MOSFETs where the observed RTS noise is due to traps communicating with the conduction band, the mean time spent in the high current state is (the capture time) and the mean time spent in the low current state is (the emission time). A constant and mean that the RTS noise is stationary. The power spectrum of such RTS noise is a Lorentzian (Fig. 1): 0018-9383/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE flat at low frequencies and decaying with 20 db decade above a particular corner frequency ( [11] , [1] ). Defining and we can write
The corner frequency ( ) is determined only by and . For a given amplitude and , the LF power spectral density (PSD) depends on . When , the LF PSD will be largest. For strongly asymmetric RTS noise ( far from 1), the LF PSD will be small. Note that the PSD does not completely characterize the corresponding RTS. The power spectrum of an RTS only reveals the amplitude of the LF part of the PSD and the corner frequency. One cannot say whether a particular power spectrum is caused by a low-amplitude RTS with , or by a large-amplitude RTS with far from 1. Both signals, though very different in the time domain, can look the same in the frequency domain if they have the same . In this paper, we are primarily interested in the effect of a time-variant and on the RTS spectrum. We will assume that the RTS amplitude is constant, which is in line with experimental observations.
B. Dependency of and
In an n-channel MOSFET, the carrier density can be varied by changing . According to Shockley-Read-Hall theory, should decrease with increasing and should be independent of . Hence, we expect to decrease with increasing and we expect to be independent of . In practice, however, both and show dependency on (energy level of the trap depends on ). Several authors [1] , [12] , [13] have measured and as a function of the gate bias voltage in n-channel MOSFETs. They find that as is decreased increases and decreases, (the probability of a trap becoming filled decreases and the probability of a trap becoming empty increases). The change in is up to two orders of magnitude. In a MOSFET with a large time-variant gate-source voltage, we may therefore expect to find RTS noise with a time variant and : cyclostationary RTS noise.
III. CYCLOSTATIONARY RTS NOISE SIMULATION
A. Principle
We want to simulate the generation of RTS noise in a MOSFET that is operated under cyclostationary bias conditions. Since experiments show a strong dependency of and on , we incorporate this in our model. We will assume that and vary instantaneously with . We designed the simulation so that the simulation results can be directly compared to actual measurements we carried out on 0.2/0.18 m nMOSFETs [8] . For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case where the gate bias is periodically switched between two states (an 'on' state and an "off" state ) with a 50% duty cycle. Both the drain-source voltage and the bulk-source voltage are kept onstant. The two bias states that we periodically alternate between correspond to two different gate voltages and hence, different and for the RTS noise generating traps in the device. This is shown in Fig. 2 ; corresponds to the "on" state of the device, and corresponds to the "off" state of the device. We have called the steady-state RTS time constants and and have modeled the "off" state time constants as and where and are parameters that are to be determined. When and are unequal to 1, the parameters of the RTS ( and ) vary periodically, and the RTS is therefore by definition cyclostationary.
Obviously, when cycling the gate bias, the drain current of the device also changes, and with it, the visibility of the trap at the terminals of the device: When the device is "on," the effect of the trap is visible as a fluctuation in and when the device is "off,"
is negligible and the behavior of the trap is not visible in the drain current. This is shown in Fig. 3(a) : The cyclostationary RTS is modulated by a square wave. The drain current of the device, , [ Fig. 3(a) ], can be considered as a superposition of two signals: a large square wave with an amplitude of [deterministic; Fig. 3(b) ], and a small modulated cyclostationary RTS with an amplitude . [stochastic; Fig. 3(c) ]. It is crucial to realize that the RTS continues to exist even at times when we cannot directly observe it! The deterministic current component of Fig. 3(b) contributes a series of -functions in the output power spectrum. (At 0 Hz,  ,  3 , 5 , etc.) The measurement setup supresses it as much as possible. The stochastic current component of Fig. 3(c) , however, is interesting: it is the modulated, cyclostationary RTS noise that we are after. In the frequency domain, it contributes a series of aliases around harmonics (again: around 0 Hz, , 3 , 5 , etc.) of the modulating frequency. Using the spectrum analyzer, the dc alias (around 0 Hz) of this signal is measured.
The simulation is designed to produce the signal of Fig. 3(c) . This is done by generating a cyclostationary RTS (This models the internal stochastic process; we use a single factor to model the change in and ), which is then modulated by a square wave. This models the effect of switching on the visibility of the RTS.) The modulated dc drain current [ Fig. 3(b) ] is not simulated as we are not interested in it.
Note that the simulation presented here is more subtle than the method suggested by Tian and El Gamal [7] . Their calculation is based on the assumption that when the MOSFET is turned "off," and ; or in terms of our model: and . They correctly note that their method underestimates the noise coming from the device in actual measurements. Their model cannot account for the very variable noise reduction that is observed in different devices, neither can it explain that the LF noise of a number of devices increases when subjected to switched bias conditions.
B. Implementation
The simulator was implemented in MATLAB. In general, the transition probabilities per unit time are defined as [11] :
and Since we use a time-discrete simulator, (with a constant sample time ), we need to substitute in place of : sample and sample Due care is taken that the time-discrete nature of the simulation does not introduce significant errors; i.e., and sample and that for each simulation run, an adequate number of transitions is generated to produce statistically significant results. For consistency with the measurements, the lower frequency is chosen to be 10 Hz. The switching frequency is 10 kHz. The sample rate of the simulation is an order of magnitude larger than the highest frequency of interest. To produce a smoother plot, the simulation is carried out a number of times and the results are averaged.
C. Validation of the Simulator
We can now explore the effect of various parameters on the spectrum of the (cyclostationary) RTS. Some simulation results are plotted in Fig. 4 : A is the PSD of a stationary RTS for . 'B' shows the effect of only modulating this RTS ( ). As predicted by basic modulation theory [14] , the LF PSD has decreased by a factor 4 (6 dB). Apart from the clearly visible LF spectrum, an alias of this spectrum is visible around the switching frequency and its odd multiples, as expected. We now make the modulated RTS cyclostationary:
and . Curve C shows the PSD of the cyclostationary RTS with . Curve D shows the PSD for and curve E shows the PSD when and . This is the limiting case, where in the "off" state and . Curve E h as the lowest LF PSD. It corresponds to the method of [6] and [7] .
In contrast, our model is able to explain the variable noise reduction that is seen in measurements. Our model can also account for increased LF noise in a MOSFET under switched bias conditions. To illustrate this, we perform a simulation with an asymmetric RTS;
. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . The stationary RTS looks much like any other stationary RTS, and the modulated RTS ( ) brings no surprises either. The interesting curve here is the one where , for which the LF PSD is seen to rise above the PSD of the stationary RTS. For much larger values of and , the LF PSD drops once more. In the next section, we will show that the model can reproduce the measurement results by fitting , and to the measurement results. Before we do that, however, we will examine the measurement results in more detail.
IV. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS TO SIMULATION
In this section, we will show that our cyclostationary RTS generation model can reproduce a number of measurement results. First of all, a measurement with a varying is carried out by varying the of a single device (Section IV-A), and secondly, a number of randomly selected devices from the same wafer, exhibiting widely varying noise performance, are measured (Section IV-B). Noise measurements were carried out on minimal-size n-channel MOSFETs from a 0.18 m process. Device size ( ) was 0.2/0.18 m. Steady-state noise measurements are performed by applying a constant bias voltage to the gate. Switched bias noise measurements are carried out by subjecting the device to a 50% duty cycle square wave; i.e., 50% of the time "on," ( same as in the steady-state case),and 50% of the time "off" ( V). The switching frequency is 10 kHz. For details of the measurement, the reader is referred to [8] and [15] .
A. Measurement With Variable
First of all, a measurement was carried out on a single device that was selected for having a very visible RTS. We stepped the of this device through three different values: One where the trap was observed to be approximately half-filled [ , Fig. 6(b) ], one where it was observed to be mostly full [ , Fig. 6(a) ], and one where it was observed to be mostly empty ( , Fig. 6(c) ). For each , a steady-state bias and a switched bias measurement was carried out. For all measurements, the RTS amplitude at the drain was observed to remain constant in the steady-state case, as well as in the switched bias case. Hence, the difference in the amplitude of the measured Fig. 6 . Different types of RTS noise in a single MOST can also be explained very well using the cyclostationary RTS noise model. spectra is attributed to differences in the time domain behavior of the RTS.
The measurement results can all be modeled using our cyclostationary RTS noise generation model. First of all, the steadystate simulations are fitted to the steady-state measurement results. Correspondence between simulation and measurement is achieved when, in the simulator, is set to 1.5 kHz and is chosen as 0.3, 1, and 10 for measurements (a), (b), and (c), respectively, 1 . The simulated steady-state results are shown as in the figure. To fit the model to the switched bias results, was chosen. The simulated switched bias results are shown as in the figure. As can be seen, the steady-state spectra are not as sensitive to variation in as the switched bias spectra. Thus, after fitting the steady-state results with varying s, a single assumption ( ) is adequate to coarsely model all three switched bias results. The only difference between the simulation results for Fig. 6(a)-(c) is in the of the RTS that is being modeled.
Of course, if more information on the exact bias dependence of and is available, the model can be further refined. For 1 Note that what happens in the measurement is slightly more complex than in the simulation, as by changing the of the traps by varying the V , the f will also change slightly. This, however, is not a strong effect. Note also that in all three measured spectra, the switched bias noise spectrum rises again at low frequencies. This is caused by additional slow RTS noise in the device that is not modeled here. such refinement, detailed time-domain parameter extraction of the RTS is required. This is the subject of further research.
B. Measurement of 21 Different Devices
Next, 21 nominally identical devices (selected at random) over the whole wafer were measured. These different devices were found to exhibit widely varying RTS noise, in terms of amplitude, and . The measurement results are plotted in Fig. 7 , which shows steady-state noise along the -axis versus the switched bias noise reduction along the -axis. The steady-state noise ( -axis) is expressed as average gate-referred noise [ V Hz ] in a measurement band from 10 to 150 Hz. The net switched bias noise reduction ( -axis) is measured by subjecting the device to switched bias conditions. In this state, the average LF noise power is again measured from 10 to 150 Hz. The difference between the steady-state noise measurement and the switched bias noise measurement, corrected for the modulation effect (6 dB), is the noise reduction 2 that is plotted along the -axis.
In Fig. 7 , we can identify three different classes of devices, a, b, and c. The LF noise properties of these different devices are summarized in Table I . In Figs. 8-10 , the noise spectrum of one device from each category is examined, and in each case, a stationary RTS noise simulation and a corresponding cyclostationary RTS noise simulation is shown to come into close qualitative agreement with the measured data for the steady-state noise measurement and the switched bias noise measurement respectively. The parameters of the RTS noise simulation for each case are given in Table I .
In each of the Figs. 8-10, a calculated line for the bulk silicon noise is shown, with chosen as 10 . This is a realistic value for bulk Si [16] , and represents the level of bulk noise we would expect in the measurement. It can be seen that the noise we measured is RTS noise, not the bulk noise. In each figure, the output-referred noise PSD is plotted. This spectrum exhibits a rise at low frequencies. This is due to additional slow traps in the device or bulk noise and is not modeled. In Fig. 10 , both the switched bias measurement result and the simulation show a rise in the PSD close to the switching frequency. This is the first alias of the noise spectrum around the switching frequency. (This is clearly visible in Fig. 4 as well.)
C. Discussion
When applying switched biasing to a transistor in which noise behavior is dominated by the effect of a single trap, several different types of behavior are seen. Two experiments have been carried out.
In the first experiment, different s are generated in a single MOSFET by varying . The variation in has an influence on the steady-state noise spectrum, and a strong effect on the switched bias noise spectrum. In the simulation, we use the same as observed in the experiments after which we only need to choose the appropriate and (in this case, they are equal) to fit the model to the experimental results.
In the second experiment, different s are found in different nominally identical devices on the same wafer. In the same way as in the first experiment, cyclostationary RTS noise simulation is able to model the trends in the measurement results. Depending on the parameter of the trap in question, the LF noise of the device is seen to go down, go up or not change significantly. The two extreme possibilities are highlighted:
• If is close to 1 in the steady state, (upper righthand corner of Fig. 7 ) then switched biasing will stongly reduce the noise coming from the device.
• If is much smaller than 1 in the steady state, (lower lefthand corner of Fig. 7 ) switched biasing can cause a modest increase in the noise coming from the device. Such a trap is mostly filled in the steady state, and applying switched biasing to the device will cause it to be periodically emptied, thereby increasing its contribution to the LF noise PSD. The traps with deviating far from 1 are those with a rather low steady-state LF noise PSD. The simulation corresponds to the measurements in this respect.
Of course, the simulation results are not identical to the measurement results in every possible aspect. A link to the physical parameters of the traps in the MOSFETs would greatly aid further insight. However, the strength of the simulation presented here is that a wide range of observations can be explained using a single, physically realistic assumption, namely that the and of a trap in a MOSFET are bias dependent 3 .
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a simple model in which bias-dependency of and for large signal periodic excitation is taken into account, resulting in cyclostationary RTS noise. Using realistic values for the bias-dependency of and , the model fits correctly to a variety of switched bias RTS noise measurements.
It is possible to qualitatively model different types of experimentally observed noise spectra by introducing the same type of change in each simulation run: In all cases, the capture time constant is increased, the emission time constant is decreased, (this is consistent with measured steady-state bias dependency of amd ) and depending on the specific parameter ( ) of the trap in question, the LF noise PSD of the device will change. It may show a variable decrease or even an increase.
In circuit design, designers need to consider the worst case noise performance of the device. The model shows why it is only the devices with a low steady-state noise that exhibit a noise increase under switched bias conditions. For a noise increase under switched bias conditions, the time constants of the trap need to be strongly asymmetric to start with, and this means a relatively low steady-state noise PSD. Applying switched biasing as a circuit technique will therefore improve the performance of the noisiest devices, whilst any increase in noise will occur in less noisy devices, and hence be harmless.
The model presented here is not only relevant to circuit design where accurate characterization of MOSFET noise sources is of critical importance, but also gives useful insight into the physical characteristics of traps that generate RTS noise.
